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movement. Romesh Dutt did not belong to this group. He
was among the leaders then known as "Moderates" who
still believed that the British connection was basically good,
and that the future of India lay in advancing within the
framework of the British Empire to a position of self-
government as attained by the erstwhile White Colonies of
Britain, like Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Romesh
Dutt believed in self-government for India, but envisaged
the attainment of self-government by stages with the co-
operation of the British Government. He did not believe
in or advocate a break with the Government, but was of
the view that sufficient pressure could be brought to bear
on the Government by presenting the true facts to the
British public and by creating public opinion in India
which the ruling power could not afford to ignore.
Before any attempt is made to assess Romesh Dutt's con-
tribution to Indian politics it is necessary to understand
the    basic    attitude    and    views    which    inspired   him
and determined Ms course of   action,   and  to  take   into
account the context in which these attitudes and views were
formulated.   About his sensitiveness to the dependent status
of his country there could be no doubt.   Long before he
entered  politics,   while   recording  his   impressions  while
standing on the top of North Cape, in July, 1886, he wrote :
"I will not conceal the pain and humiliation which
I felt in my inmost soul, as I stood on that memorable
night among representatives of the free and advancing
nations of the earth rejoicing in their national great-
ness.   Champagne was drunk on the top of the hill,
and   Germans    and    Frenchmenr   Englishmen   and
Americans, pressed us to share their hospitality,    I
accepted this offer with thanks on my lips, but I felt
'        within me that I had no place beside them. May we,

